
RR Lyraes and Distances 
(a neverending story) 

 RR Lyraes are the primary “Standard Candles” for 

Population II stellar systems and the widely used 

method to get their visual is tied to a linear relation 

between the absolute visual magnitude MV  and the 

iron-to-hydrogen ratio [Fe/H] 

MV (RR) = a+b[Fe/H] 



RR Lyraes as HB stars 

   RR Lyrae variables belong to the 
evolutionary phase of core He-
burning (Horizontal Branch, HB), 
where the luminosity varies with 
the overall metal content Z. 



From ZAHB models, b=ΔMV/ΔlogZ∼+0.23 mag dex-1 

But, on condition  that everything else is constant 



ZAHB luminosity depends on the helium abundance as 
ΔMV/ΔY ∼ -4.0 mag  (16 times effect of logZ ) 



as well as on the evolution off the ZAHB 

with ΔMV (Evolution-ZAHB) ∼ -0.10 and ∼ -0.40 mag if the RR Lyraes 
are evolving from the red or the blue side of the  instability strip, 
respectively. 



α-elements and reddening effects 

•  Moreover, the comparison between HB models and 

observations requires the conversion of the overall metallicity 

Z  into the measured [Fe/H] value, and this transformation 

depends on the enhancement of α-elements with respect to 

iron ([Fe/H]∼-1.75+logZ-log(0.362+0.638f), where logf=[α/Fe], 

Salaris et al. 1993).  

•  Finally, for distance determination we need also accurate 

values of the E(B-V) reddening.  



The complexity of this evolutional scenario 
accounts for current empirical MV(RR)-[Fe/H] 
relations, with the slope b varying in the range 
∼ 0.15÷0.25 mag dex -1 and the zero-point a 
spanning an interval of ∼ 0.3 mag.  

•  Even in the case of RR Lyraes members of 

the same Globular Cluster  
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one has a dispersion of up to ∼ 0.5 mag for the same [Fe/H] value 
(helium, α-elements, evolution?)    



SUMMARY 
•  Within a purely evolutionary scenario,  

helium content, α-elements abundance,   
evolutionary  status and reddening play a 
role as important as [Fe/H] for the 
determination of accurate  distances to RR 
Lyraes. 

•  TOO MANY PARAMETERS FOR  A 
“STANDARD CANDLE”!  



RR Lyraes as pulsators 

•  RR Lyraes are also radially 
pulsating stars and the period of 
pulsation P firmly depends on the 
pulsation mode and the stellar 
parameters (Luminosity, Mass, 
Temperature). 



Nonlinear convective pulsation models 

•  From extensive grid of models with Z=0.0001÷0.01 and 
Y=0.24÷0.38 (Di Criscienzo et al. 2001 and references therein; 
Marconi et al. 2011a, in preparation)   

•   The pulsation equations for Fundamental (F) and 
First  Overtone (FO) mode  

•  logP(F)=11.276+0.858logL-0.659logM-3.420logTe+0.010Y+0.013logZ 

•  logP(FO)=10.813+0.822logL-0.601logM-3.322logTe+0.018Y+0.007logZ 

      with a standard deviation σ = 0.003 and with mass and luminosity in 

solar units.  



Non linear approach  pulsation amplitudes and mean 
magnitudes in the various photometri bands. Then 

•   Period-Mass-Magnitude-Colour relations 
•  MV =a + blogP + clogM + d[CI] 

 where the colour coefficients are not too different from the 
extinction-to-reddening ratios AV/E[CI], justifying the adoption 
of the Wesenheit functions W=MV-(AV/E[CI])[CI], which are 
widely used in Classical Cepheids studies, for obtaining  

•   Reddening-free Period-Mass-Wesenheit  relations 

•   WVI=-1.60(±0.04)-2.74logP(F)-1.93logM-0.30Y 



In the near-infrared, the bolometric correction has a 
strong dependence on Te 

•   Near-Infrared Period-Mass-Magnitude relations   

•  MK =-1.40(±0.05)-2.53logP(F)-2.09logM-0.59Y 

The pulsation is a “sharp” mechanism   

•   FOBE relations  

•  logTe(FOBE)=3.950(±0.005)-0.057logL+0.094 logM+0.078Y 

•  MV (FOBE)=-1.05(±0.04)-2.54logP(FO)-2.23logM-0.61Y 



SUMMARY 
•  The relations based on pulsation models 

show a very low dependence on the chemical 
composition. 

•  They can provide the absolute and visual 
distance moduli,  

•  ....on  condition  that  the  mass  is  known 



Interplay between Stellar Evolution 
and  Pulsation Theory 

•  From HB models                  L=f( Z, Y, M, Te, tev) 

•  From pulsation models       instability strip edges 
•                                                    and periods  
•  From atmosphere models   magnitudes in the  

         various bands 
•                                         ⇓ 

•  Synthetic Horizontal Branches 
•                               ⇓ 

Synthetic RR Lyrae relations 



Synthetic Horizontal Branches 

•  Recent computations of SHBs adopt scaled-solar 

chemical compositions with Z=0.0001÷0.006 and 

Y=0.23÷0.25 (Catelan et al. 2004; Cassisi et al. 2004).  

•  Here, we present some preliminary results from RR 

Lyrae-rich SHBs, as based on the BASTI (

http://albione.oa-teramo.inaf.it) HB models with 

Z=0.0001÷0.008, Y=0.245÷0.35, solar ([α/Fe]=0) and α-

enhanced ([α/Fe]=0.35) mixtures.  



Synthetic relations for RRab and RRc 
variables 

 P-WVI relation 
•  WVI = -1.11(±0.05)-2.69logP(F)+0.17([Fe/H]+α) 

 P-MK relation 
•  MK =-0.74(±0.05)-2.32logP(F)+0.18([Fe/H]+α)-0.53Y 

•  where P(F) is the fundamental period of all the pulsators and α 
is the ratio [α/Fe]. The slope and the mild dependence on the 
chemical composition agree with the empirical P-WVI (Kovacs 
& Walker 2001) and P-MK (Sollima et al. 2006 and references 
therein) relations based on Globular Cluster variables. 



Constraints for RRc variables  

•  Bluest limit (=FOBE )  

•  MV=-0.52(±0.05)-2.54logP(FO)+0.15([Fe/H]+α)-0.32Y 

•  Bluest permitted color   

•  (V-I)o = 0.33 ± 0.03 mag 

•  Shortest permitted period 



Shortest permitted period of RRc stars as a function of 
chemical composition 



Comparison with observed RR Lyrae 
stars 

 RR Lyr itself: a straight test 
•  Based on HST geometric parallax π = 3.82 ± 0.2 mas and 

estimated reddening E(B-V)=0.02 mag (Benedict et al. 

2002), the true distance modulus of RR Lyr is  
•  µo(π) = 7.09±0.11 mag 

•  With K=6.52 mag (Fernley et al. 1993; Sollima et al. 2008), 
logP=-0.247 (Kazarovets et al. 2001) and [Fe/H]=-1.39 
(Clementini et al. 1995; Fernley 1998), the pulsational PMK 
relation with Y=0.25÷0.35 and α=0÷0.35 yields 

•  µo(puls) = 7.06±0.08 mag 



 RR Lyrae rich Galactic Globular Clusters 
Some warnings 

   Obviously, we need homogeneous [Fe/H] and we adopt the 

Carretta et al. (2009) metallicity scale. However, other  

compilations are available in the literature (e.g., Zinn & West 

1984; Rutledge et al. 1997; Kraft & Ivans 2003), with differences 

up to ∼0.2-0.3 dex for a given cluster. 

  Observed magnitudes are mean values, whereas synthetic 

relations are based on static quantities. As a whole, the former 

are fainter than the latter ones, with the discrepancy increasing 

with the  pulsation amplitude, i.e., for short period RRab  and 

blue photometric bands. 



low metallicity: NGC2419 (Di Criscienzo et al. 2011) 

The PWVI relation with α=0.35 gives µ0 =19.70±0.08 mag 



the observed P-V distribution and the predicted FOBE with Y=0.25  

give µV=19.90±0.07 mag, namely E(B-V)∼0.07 mag consistent with the 
Harris (1996) value of 0.08 mag.  The RR Lyraes are brighter than the 
corresponding ZAHB with the adopted values (α, [Fe/H], Y), suggesting 
for this cluster Y∼0.23, in agreement with  logPc,min=-0.538 



Pc, min  

With α=0, µ0 and µV increase by 0.06 and 0.05 mag, respectively, but also  
the ZAHB becomes brighter by 0.07 mag, without  significant effects on 
the evaluation of reddening and helium content.  



Intermediate metallicity : M3 (Hartman et al. 2005) 

The P-WVI  relation with α=0.35  gives µ0=15.08±0.08 mag  



The observed P-V distribution and the predicted FOBE with Y=0.25  

yields µV=15.05±0.05 mag, in agreement with E(B-V)=0.01 mag from 
the Harris compilation. The comparison with the corresponding 
ZAHB and the minimum period of RRc variables  



yields Y∼0.22, independently of the α value. 



large metallicity : NGC6362 (Walker, private communication) 

The P-WVI relation with α=0.35  

gives µ0=14.35±0.07 mag  



     The observed PV 
distribution and the 
FOBE with Y=0.25 
yield  
 µV=14.50±0.07mag,  

 i.e., E(B-V)∼0.05 mag,  
slightly lower than 
0.09 mag from Harris 
catalogue.  

     The comparison with 
the ZAHB and the 
minimum period of 
RRc variables yields 
Y∼0.22. 



very high metallicity : NGC6441 (Pritzl et al. 2003; Dall’Ora et al. 
2008). [Fe/H] from Clementini et al. 2005 in the Carretta scale.  For 
this cluster, values up to Y∼0.37 have been suggested (Caloi & 
D’Antona 2007). 

With α=0.35, the PWVI relation gives  µ0=15.43 ±0.07 mag, while PK  
relation  with Y=0.25 yields µK=15.65±0.08 mag. 



NGC6441 

the comparison of the observed P-V distribution and FOBE with 
Y=0.25 yields µV=16.85±0.07 mag. Eventually, one derives E(B-V) 
∼ 0.46 mag which is the Harris value. The RR Lyrae stars are now 
brighter than the corresponding ZAHB, leading to Y∼0.30÷0.32  



as actually suggested by the minimum period of c-type variables.  



a cluster with multiple populations: ω Centauri (Kaluzny et al. 2004; Del  

Principe et al. 2006). For this cluster, high-helium content stars have been 

proposed (Piotto et al. 2007; D’Antona et al. 2010).  

The P-K relation with α=0,35, Y=0.25 and [Fe/H] data from 
Rey et al. (2000) gives µK=13.71±0.06 mag  



the comparison between the observed P-V distribution and the FOBE 
with Y=0.25 and the average value <[Fe/H]>=-1.58  
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gives µV=14.05±0.07 mag, close  to the Harris value E(B-V)=0.12 mag.  
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•  Varying α and Y values, eventually one derives a true 

distance modulus µ0=13.65±0.08 mag (α=0.35, 

Y=0.25), 13.72±0.08 mag (α=0.35, Y=0.35; α=0, 

Y=0.25) and 13.77±0.08 mag (α=0, Y=0.35).  

•  All these values are consistent with the value 

µ0=13.73±0.09 mag of the eclipsing binary 

OGLEGC17 (Thompson et al. 2001; Kaluzny et al. 

2002), preventing the evaluation of the helium 

abundance. 



ω Cen 
However, the lower envelope of the RRc period distribution 

disagrees with the hypothesis of a global He-enhancement since 
several variables are ZAHB or evolved stars with Y=0.25 (Marconi et al. 
2011b). 



CONCLUSIONS 

  RR Lyrae stars are actually reliable standard 
candles, provided that their double nature of HB 
stars and radial pulsators is taken into consideration 
by using observed magnitudes and periods. 

  We expect they also can provide key information on 
the helium content (exploit the Period-Magnitude-
Amplitude relation!).  

•  The story goes on..... 
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